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Sociology of Dogs 

 

 

Overhumanisation 

 

It has never been this easy to boost the cuteness factor by overloading the world with 

pictures and videos of furry animals. Dogs have become entertainers. There are tons of 

material on your smartphone to scroll through while you are sipping your morning 

coffee. Does this new role of dogs in human society do either our beloved pets or us as 

owners any favours? Can we say they also become happy by making us happy? 

 

Cuteness Overload 

Dogs have been the centre of attention for quite a while. Everyone who works in the 

marketing industry knows pretty well that any commercial advertisement will perform much 

better with a child and a dog in it. Somehow we react more emotionally. 

But the everyday dog has been presented many ways and thousands of times, probably we 

have got bored with that now. Especially now when we receive more information through 

social media channels and applications than we could ever even take in. We have seen it all, 

new ideas are needed to satisfy our hunger for emotional satisfaction. 

It is absolutely commonplace now for pets to  have their own profiles that allow anyone to 

take a look at their everyday doggy lives. You would generally presume they do some sort of 

everyday, real doggy stuff connected to playing, fetching, doing something with bones like 

dogs usually do. 

However you will more often find pictures of dogs represented as perfectly fitting into human 

world but not as dogs. They are posing and behaving exactly like humans.  

One video presents two dogs with coloured fur on their legs, joyfully sitting and playing in a 

swing. The majority react and state these dogs have a happy and playful life. Some 

commenters even claim they can see a smile on their muzzles based on the curve of the faces. 

Another family dog has numerous followers on Instagram and to add to the cuteness level, it 

is posing most of the time with the toddler of the family or holding a teddy bear in its paws 

just like a human child does. Both the family dog and the little toddler are dressed up the same 

way in matching clothes. To additionally emphasise how much he fits in the human 

environment, most of the time this four-legged canine celebrity of the internet is standing on 

his back legs. 

Another cutie luckily has put its dark past at the shelter behind it and started a brand new life 

in the light, regularly visiting mum’s favourite restaurant and happily poses with pancakes, 

fries, burgers and even with a cappuccino. If you read articles about it you get to know that he 
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certainly (and luckily) does not eat all of these. These are just accessories to demonstrate what 

a happy life it has at last. 

These are just three simple but different examples of dogs promoting their happy life to the 

public of the modern era. 

 

Happy Chappies 

Question time: Why am I complaining about dogs having fun? 

Who could scroll past two dogs sitting in a swing spending their time playing together with 

their colourful furry legs? Who would not feel happy to see a once-starving dog saved from 

the hunger of life in a shelter sitting at a table overloaded with tasty burgers? Who has any 

problems or negative feelings about a family portrait of a dog totally fitting into a family, 

becoming BFF with the youngest member of its new home, especially when both of them are 

adorably dressed the same? 

It is obvious that these dogs make us smile, laugh and have warm, positive feelings. But why 

is it even necessary to write (or even read about) an article about social media dog 

‘celebrities’ making people laugh, smile or feel overwhelmed by positive emotions? 

However, the really big question is: what makes a dog happy?  

 

Can a dog sit comfortably in a swing, if you consider its anatomy, without it being unhealthy 

for its spine? We are talking about an animal which has four legs and uses all of them for 

totally different type of movements. Does this sort of play invented for human kids make any 

amusement for a dog instead of playing fetch, for instance? 

Do care and engagement really mean that a dog behaves the same way as the youngest 

member of the human pack? Will a dog feel loved and appreciated by being dressed up the 

same as the other members of the family? Should (or can) a dog behave like a human, 

hugging a teddy bear; can it enjoy and understand what it means to have a tea party? Is a dog 

really like that? 

Does it give any extra value to a dog’s life when it is pictured with many foods it could never, 

and should never, eat? Does it make a dog happy to be taken to a restaurant and watch 

everyone having a nice lunch? 

 

Each of us has different ideas what happiness is. For me it is something that does not appeal 

to others at all. We know some children like to run, some like to play swings, others sit in 

front of the TV or read books.  
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But can we understand at all that what is impressive for the human, is completely irrelevant, 

meaningless, useless or at some cases even harmful for a dog? 

 

Different Species, Different Joy 

Dogs are different. They have different habits and different needs to any of us humans – both 

physically and mentally. As dogs integrate more and more into our society, it seems that we, 

the humans who are privileged to take care for this species, seems to forget more and more 

about these differences. 

It is unquestionably a new trend that we partly substitute our human relationships and 

interactions with pets. Dogs are especially capable of fitting in. They are able to 

communicate, adapt to a household, fulfil different sort of roles, and ideally can blend into our 

everyday life regardless our own habits and everyday routines. This is normal. But in most 

cases, as soon as they take their place we start to force humanlike habits and expectations on 

them. 

Even among humans the interests and what makes us fulfilled differs with each individual. 

When we try to figure out what makes our dog cheerful, we should take into consideration we 

are talking about an absolutely different species. 

If we like play on swings or consider that most children like swings, we presume that dogs 

operate in the same way. But this is not the sort of activity that makes a dog feel challenged in 

a doggy way. 

As well as misunderstanding and misinterpreting our dogs’ habits, needs and personality 

characteristics, we should be even more careful when attempting to guess at their feelings and 

when we are trying to decode their means of communication. For instance, a smiling curve on 

the face of a dog does not mean that it is happy all the time since it is always smiling. It is just 

the natural shape of their face.  

 

It is natural that we humans generally form our own ideas about others from our own 

perspective. Even when we interact with our fellow species we try to estimate what they 

think, what their intentions are and when we care about someone, we repeatedly try to figure 

out how can we make them happy. But we do all these from our own aspect and mostly based 

on our terms, ideas and experiences. 

But when it comes to animals we should take much more care and effort to separate our 

knowledge of human behaviour from the real needs of our pets. 

A tea party with a funny hat with cake and tea for a dog makes a great a picture (and we can 

gain huge amount of social attention and approval), but it definitely has no positive effect on 
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the life of the dog. Such a situation itself is, from the dog’s point of view, absolutely 

incomprehensible.  

 

Considering the Canine Inside 

You could simply ask: what is wrong with this if it is fun? Why be grumpy about being 

entertained when you could be watching all these fluffy pets having a good time? Even if the 

happiness only exists from the point of view and expectations of the human onlooker, there is 

no harm caused at all. 

A rescued dog has a better life because its environment and the quality of stimuli it 

experiences have radically changed; the resources it can access (food, healthcare, general 

care, physical activities, etc) have greatly broadened and so the likeliness that it can finally 

have a healthier and happier life increases. But this positive change has nothing to do with 

sitting in front of foods it cannot touch. This situation does not make any dog happier, ever. 

The smile on our face as we look at a dog posing in this way is totally irrelevant to the welfare 

of the dog and it has nothing to do with whether it is happy or not. 

 

The problem with the phenomena of overhumanising dogs is that we present a false idea 

about the nature, characteristics and needs of dogs. Most animal welfare issues crop up from 

insufficient knowledge and misunderstandings about our pets’ needs, what makes them happy 

and healthy, so many households don’t have the ability to keep a dog properly, without even 

getting on to how to handle challenging situations and conflicts with these animals. These 

false representations of dogs build up and maintain an unreal public idea about dogs and 

actually trigger animal welfare issues. 

We both present and receive a fake picture about dogs, seeing them in a way they are never 

going to be. And if we stay hooked up to this false picture, we additionally miss what dogs 

really need instead. We transform them and force them into a behaviour and environment 

absolutely alien to their nature.  

 

We are bringing dogs into our lives more frequently as a substitute for other human 

relationships. Meanwhile we are also more and more prone to forget about taking doggy 

needs and characteristics into consideration.  

No matter how much you like your dogs and even in a situation where you treat them like 

family, and appreciate them more than most of your human relationships, always remember 

their own characteristics and their unique needs. We should not turn them into humans, 
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forcing our unreasonable expectations on them while abusing their true nature and inner 

needs. Dogs are dogs. 
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